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application but it seems that it cannot get me the stream that I need.
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list and then only watch when I get to actually see the item change. It
works fine (download the file) as long as I start the Chromecast app

once and then put in this chromecast id : Then, I can stream the video
and it works normally. But, If I put in an other video url and then it

doesn't work. Even If I put in a url that I know that it will work. It does
that even if it's a youtube video. I don't know why it's not working.

Can I give some more details (I'm sort of a noob at this). When I do a
direct stream, it works for all of my vids. When I put in my chromecast

id, it works for some vids. A: Chromecast DOES NOT support
streaming from your own network. You need to use a browser to get
to your own network and stream from there. I'll start by admitting

that I'm no Kekkai Sensen expert at all. Like most people who aren't
pros at the genre, I've only seen the show once. However, I'm

determined to level up on my buffs and buffs and buffs. Like, it's
gonna take a lot of practice to do so. Not so long ago, I did a look at

my Pokemon fandom history and I realized how much of my
personality and style of play came from my love of Pokemon in the

first place. So, what does that mean? It means that I'm
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